ATTITUDES TO LEARNING (A2L)
At Paignton Community and Sports Academy we believe a student's attitude to learning is the
biggest determining factor in the progress they will make with us. All students, no matter what their
ability, can demonstrate attitudes to learning which show they are highly motivated, and which
maximise their chances of success. We use our ‘Attitudes to Learning’ grid to help staff determine
what level a student is working at. We also share this with students and this grid will accompany
your child’s report, which will be published in December.
The 4 grades for ‘Attitudes to Learning’ are:
‘Highly Motivated’
‘Engaged’
‘Passive’
‘Disengaged’
The A2L grid that staff and students are using together is;

‘Attitudes to Learning’ is underpinned by the ‘Growth Mindset’ concept, which can be adopted by
both adults and children. A growth mindset is a learning theory developed by Carol Dweck…
‘It revolves around the belief that you can improve intelligence, ability and
performance. ...This means that by helping students to develop a growth mindset,
we can help them to learn more effectively and efficiently.’ (innerdrive.co.uk)

At Paignton Community and Sports Academy we truly believe that a positive attitude to learning will
lead to success in education and life.

Your child’s next report will include Progress and Attitude to Learning grades. We will no longer be
assessing effort, homework or behaviour in the reports as these fall into our A2L categories. All
parents have access to behaviour and homework via www.classcharts.co.uk .
As always, the reports will be used by staff at the Academy to celebrate success and remove any
barriers to learning. Your involvement in the process is crucial and we welcome any communication
from you at home.
If you are interested in finding out more about successful attitudes or a growth mindset for children
then please follow this link to INNERDRIVE - https://www.innerdrive.co.uk/. Also, there is an
inspirational book called ‘You are awesome’ by Matthew Syed. Reviews include…
'An inspiring, uplifting read. I wish I'd had it as a kid.' - Dermot O'Leary
'An awesome book about becoming awesome. How inspiring it is to know that there's a path to
awesomeness and that anyone - absolutely anyone - can go down that path. This book shows you
how.' - Professor Carol Dweck
'I read You Are Awesome in one go, and then read it again! It answered so many questions I had
about how to get better at some of the things I struggle with. It has stories of how others have been
successful and makes you feel that you can do it too. After reading You Are Awesome I've changed
how I approach difficult things. I've told all my friends to read it! - Freddie Smith, age 10

